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IntL"oduction 

The third ~;tage of the c ,w. electron accelerator 
HAMI (Me, i nz ~crotron l' 2,3) (fig. 1) will have an 
output energy of 846 MeV. This will be achieved in 74 
turns with an input energy of 180 MeV. This accelera
ti.on of 9 MeV/turn corresponds to a magnetic field of 
1.5412 Tesld in the end magnets. Because of saturation 
of Ul~ iron the yokes should have the same field den
sity. Therefore the area of the yokes has to be the 
sam? d~; thf:-' i:irpa of the pole pieces. 
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Fig, 1: Scaled scheme of the 3rd stage of MAMI 

In order to save lron a configuration with a 
['~errl1clrcular pole plece and a half cylindrical yoke 
would be the best. In case of the microtron magnets, 
however, a good ac('ess through the yoke to the vacuum 
chamber and a possibility to install a field control 
is necessary, Therefore a H-C-magnet configuration as 
shown 1n f i_g, 2 should b~ the best compromise with 
respect to t'he iron weight 4). 

FIg. 2: Scheme of the H-C-configuratlon for the end 
magnets of the 3rd 3tiige of MAMI 

Ff_)r bf:'itffi ()pti':dl reasons a good homogeneity over 
d ) dti]f:' re'Jl{lfj of the polp. I>leces is required. 

Fnr t hi:' d«~'lgn of those magnets numerical field 
, '-'Il\I!l1 t '1 t IonS arp necessa-ry. 

p rnfjTd.mS Us~d for Field Calculations 

'T'hrf'fJ-JLmetisional field calculations were done by 

W. M;iller and coworkers at the T'jchnische Hochschule 
flarlns tildt byrhe i r program PROF I 5 (£!,£grarn for field 
!"'dlr::'IJldtions). This p:rogram uses a rectangular grid to 
des<'l]be the magnet geometry. It solves the Maxwell
"'qudtlc)t1S by the method of finite differences. 

Some modell calculations. the design of the re
verse field stripe (for vertical focusing) and the 
inact.ive clgI[lp were done by the t.wo-dimensional pro
gram POI3S0N6 ) at GSI which uses a nonuniform triangu
lar mesh to solve the Poisson'S equation by a succes
sive point over-relaxation method. 

Results of Thrf~e-Dimensional Field Calculations 

F'g. 3 shows the geometry of one half of the sym
metrical H-C-magnet and the field dlstribution calcu
lated by PROFI. The distance between the lines of con
stant field is 1*10-3 . Large field gradients can be 
seen especially near the edges of the pole pieces. The 
field decrease over the region seen by the beam is 
2.5 %. The largest gradient near the corners of the 
poles is about 6*10-4/crn. This gradient cannot be cor
rected by the surfac') coils sucessfully used for the 
first 2 ) and second7 mlcrotron of HAMI. Therefore 
additional shimming will be necessary. 
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Fig. 3: One half of the H-C-magnet with the field map 
computed by PROF I (distance between the lines 
of constant field 1*10-3 ) 

The distance between the pole pieces for this 
calculation was 12 crn. New considerations showed that 
10 cm will be sufficient for the vacuum chamber and 
field corrections. However, the calcula'tlon shows 
nearly the same field gradients for the reduced gap. 

Fig. 4 
case the area 
back parts of 
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shows a H-mdgnet configuration. In this 
of the yoke is obt:ained by enlarging the 
the side yokes. These yokes will be made 
iron profiles formed like an "U". For 
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Flg. 4: Geometry of the H-magnet and field map calculated by PROFI: 
left half without gaps, right half with gaps between the yoke 
profiles 

.1oweriny of ("Ostf~ the surfaces between the yoke parts 
shc,u:td be roughly marhined only. Hence there are gaps 
()f dl)(lut r) mm h~tween the yoke profiles. 

Fig. 4 shows the calculated field map without 
(left part of the map) dnd with (right part of the 
mdp) cOTlsjderation uf the influence of these gaps. For 
t:he numerjci::i] calculation with PROF! the gaps were 
tdkQTl into consideration by reducing the permeability 
of the iron tn direction perpendicular to the entrance 
pole edge. In case of the isotropic permeability the 
fi~ld gradients are nearly the same as in the H-C-con
f.iguration. I f the gaps are taken into consideration 
the fjeld maximum is no more in the midth of the mag
nf;~t. It- is shi ftet to the round end of the pole piece. 
ThJS means that the gradient over the whole region 
~~(~en by the beam .is now of about 3 % but the largest 
9ratlLent to be corrected will be the same as for the 
H-C-c()nfjglll~tion. 

Orlginally thp. pole pieces were planned to form 
~,epa r dte part s which are separated from the yokes by a 
Purcpllgap. An evalutiun of the forces calculated from 
the' hpld distribution glven by PROFI showed that the 
pole pleC(~S will be pulled by 80 kN in direction to 
the reverse field stripe situated in front of the 
maynet, giving important problems for the fastening of 
t.h~ pol(,' pipces. Therefore they should be integrated 
~() thp yUK'->S. In this case there will be one or more 
(=F:lP~) pi-ird 11 el to the entri'ince pole edge through the 
who1p pole pjpce because the weight of each iron block 
1 s 1 imi t~d to 80 tt) (capacity of the crane). A PROFI 

('alc'uldLion ~~h()ws that the influence of a gap of 
0.1 mm 1.8 npgJ.igible for the field distribution in the 
mirJpldne. 

Fie]d Correction by Shimming 

r~or shimming the following procedure can be applied: 
The field gradients (fig. 3,4) are the result of the 
'1ng 11'-> of the magnetic field lines to the pole surface. 
Thc.rp[ore the pole has to be rotated in such a way 
t:hat the lJ nes are pprppndicular to the midplane 

(f1g. 5). For the transition of the field from iron to 
air t.he fa] lowing law of refraction is valid 

tga ~ 11 tgtJ. 

Thus, in a first approximation, the pole surface has 

to be rotated by an angle 0 and a is changed to a+o. 
The law of refraction is now 

tg(a+&) = 11 tgo. 

If 0«1 it 1S glven by 

o = 
tga 

(1 ) 
( 11-1 ) 

In numerical field calculaions the field components in 

the iron near the boundary are known and the angle 6 
of the pole rotation can be calculated. 

B 

midplone 

P.lIJ. :): ShimITllng by rotating the pole piece in such a 
way thdt the field line is perpendicular to 
thf:' mH~pJ iine 

In case of a m~asllrea field only the field com
ponpnt perpendicular to the midplane in the ail is 
knuwn. '1'hE>ref()re another method for the dE'termination 
uf 6 lS required. From rot 't -= 0 follows 

~!ly = j.!lx 
ax ay 
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Assumlng that the field gradient is approximately 
l.lnear 

B 
-x-
g/2 

Now the angle of the field lines 1n the air at the 
boundary is given by 

'! LlBIB 
6x 

(2 ) 

In consideration of the change of a to a+o one gets 

tgo = ~ tgp. 
(~-1 ) 

This can be neglected because the influence is less 
than 1 % for B = 1.54 Tesla. 

By th1S method the angle of the pole rotation 
necessary for the field correction can be calculated 
from a field map measured at the upper or lower pole 
p.lece. 

Results of Two-Dimensional POISSON Calculatl0ns 

The two-dimensional calculations by POISSON show 
not so large field gradients near the pole edges as 
tlle three--dimenslonal do. Therefore the following re
su 1 t,., of POI SSON are on ly a test for the sucess of the 
field correr-tion uSlng the shimming procedure de-
8cr:-i.bed above. 

As an example a half of a H-magnet with a pole 
pIece whi(:'h lid:": the same size as the radius of the 
MAMI "J magnet was calculated. From this field distri
bution the angle /J of pole rotation was calculated 
according to eq, (2) in the middle of each mesh. The 
srJims are then made by a polygon where the decrease 

between neighbouring mesh points is given by /3, 

Fig. 6 shows the field distribution 1n the mid
plane of tile II-magnet without and with shims and the 
sllape of tile shims. The dotted line sllows the ideal 
field calculated for infinLte permeability, the dashed 
line the result for magnet iron, 
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FL']' 6: F1eld dlstribution of a H-magnet with and 
wlthout shims calculated by POISSON 

The Geometry of the Reverse Field 

Each end magnet of the third stage of MAMI will 
have a reverse field stripe8 ) in front of 1tS pole 
edge in order to compensate the vertical defocusing of 
the fringe field. In opposition to the first and se
cond stage of MAMI the active clamp is not fixed 
magnetically at the yoke. 

Fig. 7 shows the geometry of the active and in
act1ve clamp optimized by POISSON. The mirror plate in 
front of the upper (and lower) yoke is used to shield 
the stray flux. Its distance to the yoke is chosen in 
such n way t.hat the flux denSity which is needed for 
vertical fCH..:'using in the reverse field is absorbed. 
The revpcse field coils compensate the part of this 
flux which is closed through the inactive clamp, 
Therefore lt hds not to be closed magnetically. Be
cause this eqUilibrium of flux is labile there are 
I:tdd.itional correction coils to produce flux in the 
mirror pldte j f tile amplitude of the reverse field has 
to be changed wit.hin a small region, 
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js strongly dependent from the magnetic charac
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Fig. 7: Geometry of the reverse field of MAMI 3 
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